FERENC FARKAS: WORKS FOR FLUTE
AND CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
by László Gombos

The surname Farkas (which means ‘wolf ’) is not an uncommon one in Hungary. That
is why a casual outsider might have thought that in the second half of the twentieth
century there were several composers called Ferenc Farkas at work in Budapest
at the same time. One of them was a successful composer of operas who was also
represented by oratorios and orchestral and chamber music in a modern idiom,
heard in the programmes of the major concert-halls. Another was a popular author
of operettas, whose works, notching up hundreds of performances, were attended
by a public entirely different from that of his namesake. A third composer conjured
up the music of old times through various arrangements of early Hungarian dances
and melodies and also found time to write incidental music to a number of films,
plays and radio plays. Hundreds of thousands of people knew a Ferenc Farkas who
composed easy pieces for children, youth orchestras and amateur choirs, and who
was often seen on the juries of musical competitions. From the late 1960s on, a fifth
Farkas started to appear in the programmes of festivals of sacred music and of church
concerts, eliciting interest with his slightly archaising and yet still new music. The
name was shared by one of the most sought-after Hungarian composers active in
the film studios of Vienna and Copenhagen in the 1930s, the professor and director
of the conservatory of Cluj-Napoca (in those days it was Kolozsvár in Hungary)
in the early 1940s, also active as the chorus-master and, for a year, director of the
local opera-house. The chorus-master of the Budapest opera house in 1945–46, the
founder-director of the Székesfehérvár Conservatoire in 1946–48, and, from 1949
until the mid-1970s, a legendary professor of composition at the Budapest Academy
of Music? Also called Ferenc Farkas.
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All of these accomplishments, obviously, were those of a single person. The
exceptional achievements of Ferenc Farkas, who died in 2000 at the age of 95, were made
possible by a conjunction of various circumstances: his long career, an extraordinary
capacity for work, a well-balanced and uncomplicated personality, and inherited
musical gifts. His was not a world of Romantic dreams, overwhelming emotion or the
dark visions typical of the stormy twentieth century. For him, as for Baroque masters like
Bach, Vivaldi or Telemann, the leading principle was the perfect solution of a given task.
It may not be coincidence that one of his favourite poets was the Portuguese Fernando
Pessoa (1888–1935), whose poems, written in entirely different styles, were published
under various pseudonyms; indeed, Pessoa created a separate biography, horoscope and
signature for each of his fictive identities.
Farkas likewise moved with ease in the worlds of Neo-Classicism, dodecaphony,
folklorism and post-Romanticism; he accommodated himself effortlessly to the
requirements of operetta, and he was able to improvise music to match any situation,
environment or mood when writing film-music. He tried out everything that aroused
his interest, and playing was an essential principle for him. Among the ruins of the
Roman town Aquincum (now in the Óbuda district of Budapest), only a few miles from
his home, a tombstone nearly two thousand years old was found. Farkas often referred
to the author of the inscription it bears, declaring him proudly his own spiritual ancestor
who concealed his name playfully in the acrostic ‘Lupus fecit’ (‘Wolf made it’).
Farkas’ creative career was determined by the fact that by the mid-1920s, when he
attended the Budapest Academy of Music, Béla Bartók and Zoltán Kodály were already
famous and were being followed on the road of folklorism by an entire generation of
younger Hungarian musicians. Farkas, by contrast, tried to preserve his independence
and so approached folk-music via a number of detours. First, studying in the Roman
master-class of Ottorino Respighi in 1929–31, he drew inspiration from Italian NeoClassicism; it was only in the mid-1930s that he began to collect folk-music – and, as with
Bartók and Kodály, it was important to him to experience the surviving traditions on the
spot, instead of learning about them indirectly, from books, and in the decades to follow
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he made several arrangements based on his own written records. Sometimes, though,
he did use materials gathered by others. In 1950, for example, he used folk material
from Bartók’s collection for his Romanian Folk Dances from Bihar County1 1 . In the
original version the solo part, accompanied by the piano, could be played by a violin,
viola, flute or clarinet, but in 1988 Farkas arranged the piece for string orchestra and
solo flute, dedicating it to the flautist András Adorján, who plays it here. The cimbalom,
the best-known Hungarian folk-instrument, is used to colour the sound, although there
is also a version accompanied by strings only. In the first section and the recapitulation
the cimbalom creates an effect similar to that of the harpsichord in Baroque orchestras;
in the middle section it is the only instrument accompanying the solo flute. Of the form
and the themes used in this atmospheric piece Farkas had this to say:
In my compositions based on folksongs I follow the same procedures as in my completely
original works. My goal is to create an overall conception of the form, e.g., in the Romanian
Folk Dances from Bihar County the folk themes follow each other like the themes in a
sonata form. […] The folk melodies fulfil the functions of first, second or concluding
subjects but this is hardly perceptible.2

When those Hungarian composers who started their careers during the 1920s
and 1930s arranged existing music material, they tended to adhere to folk melodies.
Farkas selected his raw material from a much wider stylistic range, from the Middle
Ages to nineteenth-century art-music. He considered it his mission to supply the
Baroque, Classical or even Biedermeier compositions missing from Hungarian musical
history, or to preserve the memory of those poets whose works had not been set to
music by worthy composers of their own day. In his Cantiones Optimae, Farkas added
an accompaniment of organ (piano) or string orchestra to four old Hungarian sacred
melodies. The late mediaeval Catholic church of the village of Kőröshegy, restored
in 1969–70, also inspired him to composition. He regularly spent the summers with
Bihar was an administrative county in Transylvania; it is now largely in Romania, as Bihor.
Vallomások a zenéről. Farkas Ferenc válogatott írásai, ed. László Gombos, Püski, Budapest, 2004, p. 232 (an English translation,
Ferenc Farkas on Music, Selected Writings 1930–95, is in preparation from Toccata Press).
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his family only twelve miles from there, on the shore of Lake Balaton, at Balatonlelle.
When the newly restored church was inaugurated, he was invited to write the Christmas
cantata Kőröshegyi betlehemes játék (‘Christmas Folk Play from Kőröshegy’) for the
opening concert on 10 July 1970 – an odd time to perform a Christmas cantata, one
might think.3 Cantiones optimae, too, was composed on the same occasion, or for a
repeat of the concert the next summer; it makes use of sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury melodies. The text of ‘Bátorítás a halál ellen’ (‘Encouragement before Death’)
2 was written by János Szepetneki in 1555. ‘Könyörgés’ (‘Imploration’) 3 uses a poem
of Bálint Balassi (1554–94), the most important Hungarian poet of the Renaissance, the
melody of which was preserved in the seventeeth-century Codex Caioni. The popular
‘Mária-ének’ (‘Song to Mary’) 4 by András Vásárhelyi was taken from Cantus Catholici,
the first printed Hungarian collection of sacred songs, published in 1651. The song
‘Ó Jézus’ (‘O, Jesus’) 5 was borrowed by Farkas from a different collection of Cantus
Catholici from 1674.
Old Hungarian Dances from the 17th Century is one of Farkas’ most successful
compositions: existing in a dozen-and-a-half variants for different groups of performers,
it has been performed all over the world. The story of its creation goes back to the early
1940s when Farkas was working on the music of a Hungarian costume-film called
Rákóczi nótája (‘Rákóczi’s Song’). At that time he collected a quantity of seventeenthand eighteenth-century musical materials, mostly from manuscripts, and not only used
them in Rákóczi nótája but also made numerous compilations of them during the coming
decades. Farkas dressed up the primitive Baroque and Classical pieces for a wide range
of forces, adapting suites of four to fifteen movements from them, most of them in a
miniature da capo form. The seventeenth- and eighteenth-century musicians who wrote
and performed these pieces were often amateurs; Farkas now revisited their sincere but
sometimes awkward pieces, bringing to them the benefits of his craftsmanship. A fivemovement version for wind quintet was composed in the 1950s; in 1961 it was arranged
Released on Toccata Classics tocc 0296, an anthology of Farkas’ choral works sung by the chamber choir Ascolta conducted by
Peter Broadbent.
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for chamber orchestra and expanded into three suites of four, five and six movements
each with the title Choreae Hungaricae.4
The arrangement featured on this recording was originally written in 1987 for
flute and piano and dedicated to András Adorján; in 1990 Farkas further arranged
the accompaniment for chamber orchestra for the flautist István Zsolt Nagy, who
also premiered this latter version.5 Farkas’ orchestration of these dances, some wellknown from other compositions, shows remarkable invention: the familiar melodies
and harmonies appear here in an entirely new combination of colours – indeed, this is
probably the most highly diversified and most colourful of all of the arrangements of
this material. The source of the first two movements, an Intrada 6 and Slow Dance 7 ,
was the seventeenth-century Lőcse Tablature Book. No. 4, the ‘Dance of the Prince of
Transylvania’ 9 and No. 7, the ‘Leaping Dance’ 13 , the sources of which are still under
investigation, are among Farkas’ first arrangements of early music; they were already
included in the piano version of 1943 (as Nos. 4 and 3 there, and this latter movement
also closed the wind-quintet version as a Saltarello; but none of them appears in the
Choreae Hungaricae series). No. 3, the ‘Shoulder-Blade Dance’ 8 , originated in the
Codex Vietoris, whereas the fifth movement, ‘Chorea’ 10 , which has a separate coda
marked Quasi minuetto 11 , and the sixth, the ‘Dance of Lázár Apor’ 12 , are from the
Codex Caioni, also from the seventeenth century.
The last three works recorded here are original, although Farkas’ inspiration came
from rather disparate sources. The Concertino for Harpsichord and String Orchestra
was composed in the years after World War II, when Farkas was active in the city of
Székesfehérvár, reorganising its musical life. He had been charged with founding and
heading a conservatoire there; during his time there, he also organised a number of
concerts and often performed as a pianist. In 1947 he composed a Concertino for
piano and orchestra intended for himself but, as it happened, the solo part was always
The five-movement wind-quintet version appears on Toccata Classics tocc 0019, and the second and third series (eleven
movements) of the Choreae Hungaricae on tocc 0184.
5
From this work Lajos Lencsés made a version for oboe and chamber orchestra, where the orchestration is rather different; it was
released on tocc 0217.
4
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played by somebody else. When, in 1949, Ferenc Fricsay commissioned a concerto
to be performed by the Berlin harpsichordist Silvia Kind, he arranged this piece for
harpsichord and an orchestra of reduced size. He wrote of the Concertino:
In its three movements I have not dived to the bottom of more profound problems; my
goal was continuous, easy-going, serenely playful music-making which gets more serious
only in the musing lyricism of the second movement and in the trio of the third.6

The whole work is pervaded by the atmosphere of Hungarian folk-music, although
in the Allegro first movement 14 it is obscured by an international Neo-Classical style;
it comes to the fore in the lyrical melody of the Andante second movement 15 . At eight
minutes the third movement, an Allegro 16 , is unusually long for Farkas; it is cast in the
spirit of the folksong-finales characteristic of the other Hungarian composers of the day.
As its title suggests, Musica Giocosa is also characterised by light playfulness.
Farkas began to compose the work in Budapest in early July 1982 to a commission
from the Győr Philharmonic Orchestra; two weeks later, in Balatonlelle, he finished
it. In the witty opening Allegro 17 , the relaxing Arietta 18 and the spicy Gavotte con
variazioni 19 , conjuring up an early dance, he continues a tradition of entertaining
pieces for youth orchestras that began to establish itself in Hungary (not least through
Farkas’ own efforts) from the 1960s onwards. In the animated concluding
Allegro 20 Farkas seems to be responding to Bartók’s well-known divertimento-type
works (Divertimento, Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta) – perhaps raising his
forefinger to make it clear that if he had learnt anything at all from Bartók, it is that even
if a composer is playing, he has to do it with relentless seriousness.
The Serenata Concertante for flute and string orchestra was written in 1967. Farkas
had not been involved too closely with the flute until 1965, when the French flautist
Alain Marion asked him to arrange his Violin Sonatina No. 3 for flute and piano. The
new version of this piece was broadcast by Radio France, and Farkas liked the recording
so much that he decided to compose a small concerto for the flute. He chose to use
6

Typewritten manuscript in the composer’s estate.
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a string orchestra as accompaniment so as to let the flute predominate. The Serenata
Concertante was premiered by Attila Lajos in 1971, with the Franz Liszt Chamber
Orchestra, which plays on this recording, conducted by Frigyes Sándor. Although the
work uses dodecaphony, Farkas did not abandon his ideal of melodiousness or his
formal principles.
The form of the Allegro moderato opening movement 21 suggests Scarlatti’s bipartite
sonatas; after an exposition comprising a first subject, a second and a concluding subject
the exposition is heard again, this time merging the development and the recapitulation,
with the second subject inverted. According to Farkas’ own description,
The second movement (Andante espressivo) 22 , having a lyric character, is a form with
two themes. A flute cadenza, at first nervous, then gradually calming down, prepares
the second subject, played by the flute upon the rocking-droning accompaniment of the
strings. The two themes then reappear, one after the other, in a redrafted form (this time
without a cadenza).
The third movement (Allegro vivace) 23 is a so-called sonata-rondo, with a first
subject in 86 and a concluding subject in 54 metre. The calmer trio amplifies into a cadenza,
leading back to the recapitulation. As in the previous movements, it occurs here, too, that
only moods, rhythms or outlines return instead of ‘themes’ themselves.7
László Gombos, born in 1967, is a Hungarian musicologist, graduating from the Franz Liszt Academy
of Music in Budapest in 1990 (as a choral conductor) and in 1995 (in musicology); in 1995–98 he
took part in the musicological PhD programme of the Liszt Academy. He taught music history at the
University of Debrecen from 1998 to 2002, and since 1995 he has been a professor at the Béla Bartók
Conservatory in Budapest. Since 1994 he has been a member of the research staff at the Institute for
Musicology in Budapest. His main area of interest is Hungarian music of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries.
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Although András Adorján, born in Budapest in 1944,
has been an internationally acclaimed concert flautist for
several decades, he first studied dentistry in Copenhagen,
having moved to Denmark with his family in 1956, in
the aftermath of the Soviet suppression of the Hungarian
Revolution. After qualifying in 1968 – the year in which he
won the Jacob Gade Prize in Copenhagen – he then began to
study with two of the world’s best-known flautists, Jean-Pierre
Rampal and Aurèle Nicolet, in 1968. He is a laureate also of the
Concours Internationale de Flûte at Montreux, and began his
international career upon winning the Premier Grand Prix of
the Concours International de Flûte in Paris in 1971. He has
served as the principal flute of orchestras in Stockholm, Cologne, Baden-Baden and
Munich and has also played with many other symphony orchestras and chamber
ensembles.
András Adorján, who holds master-classes throughout the world, took up a
professorship at the Musikhochschule in Cologne in 1987 and at the Musikhochschule
in Munich in 1996. He has rediscovered, edited, performed and recorded numerous
forgotten works and has also inspired and commissioned
works from many contemporary composers, including
Georges Bartobeu, Gunnar Berg, Edison Denisov, Ferenc
Farkas, Vagn Holmboe, Jan Koetsier, Noël Lee, Miklós
Maros, Alfred Schnittke and Sven Erik Werner. He has
made over 80 recordings.
The cimbalom virtuoso Viktória Herencsár was born in
Budapest and began studying the cimbalom (hammered
dulcimer) at the age of three-and-a-half. As a pupil of Ida
Tarjáni Tóth, she graduated with honours from the Ferenc
Liszt National Conservatoire of Music in Budapest in 1974.
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This fervent ambassador of the cimbalom appears in concerts of classical and popular
music throughout the world, both as a soloist and with large symphony and chamber
orchestras (Berlin Symphony, Spanish National Symphony, Singaporean Chinese
Orchestra, etc.) She has taken part in many folk festivals around the world and has been
a jury-member for many festivals and competitions.
Formerly cimbalom professor in Budapest and Bystrica (Slovakia), since 2005
she has been guest professor at the China Conservatoire of Music in Beijing. She has
been President of the World Cimbalom Association since 1991. She has recorded for a
number of television and broadcasting companies, and many composers have dedicated
compositions to her. In 2004 she graduated as a culture and adult-education manager
from the Faculty of Adult Education and Human Resources Development of the
University of Pécs.
The Hungarian soprano Ingrid Kertesi studied at the Franz Liszt
Music Academy in Budapest, particularly with Erika Sziklay, and
in 1985 received a scholarship for further training in Bayreuth.
In the same year she became a member of the National Opera in
Budapest, where she made her debut as Page Oscar in Verdi’s Un
ballo in maschera. From 1988 to 1990 she was a member of the
ensemble of the Komische Oper in Berlin. In 1987 she made a guest
appearance at the Vienna State Opera as Olympia in Hoffmanns
Erzählungen, later singing Sophie in Der Rosenkavalier in
Budapest, and Frasquita in Carmen at the Festival of Bregenz in
1991. In Budapest, also in 1991, she sang the role of Olympia, and
she had an outstanding success as Arsena in Zigeunerbaron.
Her repertoire for the stage covers operas by Bellini, Donizetti, Mozart, Pergolesi,
Johann Strauss, Verdi and Wagner, among others. In the oratorio repertoire she has
performed works by Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Pergolesi and Vivaldi.
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The Hungarian organist, harpsichordist and pianist Miklós
Mikael Spányi studied harpsichord and organ at the Ferenc
Liszt Music Academy with Ferenc Gergely and János
Sebestyén. He continued his studies at the Koninklijk
Vlaams Muziekconservatorium in Antwerp with Jos van
Immerseel and at the Hochschule für Music in Munich
with Hedwig Bilgram. He won first prize at international
harpsichord competitions in Nantes (1984) and Paris (1987).
Miklós Spányi has given concerts in most European
countries as soloist on five different historical keyboard
instruments (organ, harpsichord, fortepiano, clavichord,
tangent piano), as well as playing continuo with various
chamber groups and Baroque orchestras. He has been Artistic Director of the Hungarian
Baroque orchestra Concerto Armonico, founded in 1983. He has recorded an extensive
discography for different labels as soloist and with his orchestra.
For a couple of decades Miklós Spányi’s work as performer and researcher has been
focused on Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach and he is one of the world’s most acknowledged
scholars and performers of his work. For the Swedish label BIS he has recorded all his
keyboard concertos and all the works for keyboard solo.
From 1990 to 2012 he lived in Finland, teaching at the Oulu Conservatoire and the
Sibelius Academy in Helsinki; he was also Artistic Director of the Finnish early-music
group Ensemble Opus X. He has given master-classes in the Netherlands, Belgium,
Germany, Switzerland, France, Portugal, Hungary and Finland. Currently he teaches
at the Staatliche Hochschule für Musik und Darstellende Kunst in Mannheim, at the
Liszt Academy of Music in Budapest and at the Conservatorium van Amsterdam in the
Netherlands.
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Cantiones Optimae
Texts and Translations
No. 1, ‘Bátoritás a halál ellen’
János Szepetneki
2

2

No. 1, ‘Encouragement before Death’

Imhol vagyok, édes Uram Istenem
Kész vagyok mindenben Néked engednem.
Szent nevedért szörnyű halált szenvednem,
Csak az igaz hitben ne hagyi Tőled elesnem.

My Lord, my God, here I am before you,
Ready in everything to submit to you,
Ready to suffer and ready to die for you,
Do not let me lose the faith I have in you.

Semmire már nem kell nékem ez világ,
Mert csak bűnvel rakva egész világ.
Álnoksággal telve mind ez nagy világ,
Vagy gonosz kegyetlen, te hitvány csalárd
világ.

From this world I am already detached,
For this world is overwhelmed by its sins.
This world is the reign of cruelty,
Everything is vile and vain, yes, everything is
only wickedness.

Ezerötszázötvenöt esztendőben,
Ez éneket szerzék Szamos mentében,
Az halálra való készűletében
Szepetneki János az Krisztushoz mentében.

In the year one thousand five hundred and
fifty-five,
At the edge of Szamos River, János Szepetneki
has written
This song to prepare for death,
To find Christ, peace and happiness.

No. 2, ‘Könyörgés’
Bálint Balassi
3

3

Bocsásd meg Úristen, ifjúságomnak vétkét,
Sok hitetlenségét, undok fertelmességét.
Töröld el rútságát, minden álnokságát,
könyebbítsd lelkem terhét.

No. 2, ‘Imploration’

Forgive me, Lord, the errors of my youth,
My vile treacheries, my ignominious acts.
Erase the ugliness from my felony, please
relieve my heart.

12

Térj azért, én lelkem, kegyelmes
Istenedhez,
Szép könyörgésekkel békéljé szent kezéhez.
Mert lám, hozzá fogad, csak reá hadd
magad, igen irgalmas Úr ez.

O, my soul, turn towards your God who
receives you,
It is He who calls you, his home is beautiful.
Put yourself under his wing for He is your
Lord,
He is your God, your Saviour.

Éneklém ezeket elkeseredett szivvel, várván
Úr kegyelmét fejemre szent lelkével.
Bűnömön bánkódván, tétova bújdosván,
tusakodván ördögvel.

No more doubts about my fate, I wander
awaiting death.
The devil spies on me, my sins afflict me.
I am weary and sad, I see the end coming and
the grace of Holy God.

No. 3, ‘Mária-ének’
András Vásárhelyi
4

4

No. 3, ‘Song to Mary’

Angyaloknak nagyságos Aszonya,
Úr Jézusnak discőséges Anyja,
Mennyországnak Királyné aszonya,
Paradicsomnak megnyitott kapuja.

Lady of angels, full of grace,
Mother of Jesus, glory be to you,
Queen of Heaven, mother of the stars,
You are the open door to Paradise.

Téged illet mennyben a tisztelet,
Angyali szép fényes karok felett,
Fiad után végy második helyet,
Mert nincsen Hozzád ki hasonló lehet.

To you the honour of the heavenly kingdom,
The army of angels owes you obedience,
Your loving Son sits at your side,
No other woman is like you.

Áldott vagy Te, Jézusnak dajkája,
Atyaisten szépséges leánya,
Szent Léleknek szerelmes mátkája,
Szentháromságnak legszebb alkotmánya.

Blessed are you, mother of Jesus,
God’s daughter full of beauty,
Of the Holy Spirit beloved fiancée,
Creation of the Holy Trinity.
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No. 4, ‘Ó Jézus’
Cantus Catholici, 1674
5

5

No. 4, ‘O, Jesus’

Ó Jézus, szüzen született szép
rószaszál,
Kit lelkem jászolba helyeztetve talál.
Ó Jézusom, szent jegyesem,
Légy jelen én szivemben, drága kedvesem.

Beautiful rose born of the Virgin Mary, o my
Jesus,
I found you in your simplest humility.
O my Jesus, my sacred betrothed,
Be present in my heart, my beloved.

Ó Jézsu, mennyei vendég, énnálam
szállj,
Vétkemtől, rútságaimtól ne irtózzál.
Ó Jézusom, szent jegyesem,
Légy jelen én szivemben, drága kedvesem.

O my host who comes from heaven, stay with
me,
Do not be repulsed by my sins.
O my Jesus, my sacred betrothed,
Be present in my heart, my beloved.

Ah kérlek, siess énhozzám, királyocskám,
Szívemben vessed ágyadat, virágocskám.
Ó Jézusom, szent jegyesem,
Légy jelen én szivemben, drága kedvesem.

I beg you, make haste towards me, my little
king.
Make your bed in my heart, my little flower.
O my Jesus, my sacred betrothed,
Be present in my heart, my beloved.
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FERENC FARKAS Orchestral Music, Volume Four
1

Concertino for Harpsichord and String
Orchestra (1949)
14 I
Allegro
15 II
Andante
16 III
Allegro

Romanian Folk Dances from Bihar County
for flute and string orchestra (1988)* 6:05

Cantiones Optimae for soprano and string
orchestra (1969)*
7:57
2 I
Bátoritás a halál ellen
(‘Encouragement before Death’) 2:05
3 II
Könyörgés (‘Imploration’)
2:33
4 III
Máriá-ének (‘Song to Mary’)
1:56
5 IV
Ó Jézus (‘O, Jesus’)
1:23

Musica Giocosa for string
orchestra (1982)*
17 I
Allegro
18 II
Arietta
19 III
Gavotte con variazioni
20 IV
Allegro

Old Hungarian Dances from the 17th Century
for flute and string orchestra (1990)
13:58
6 I
Intrada
2:09
7 II
Slow Dance
2:41
8 III
Shoulder-Blade Dance
2:10
9 IV
Dance of the Prince of
Transylvania
1:42
10 V
Chorea –
2:06
11 VI
Quasi minuetto
0:30
12 VII Dance of Lázár Apor
1:37
13 VIII Leaping Dance
1:06

19:24
5:49
4:56
8:39
7:56
1:55
1:43
2:30
1:46

Serenata Concertante for flute and string
orchestra (1967)*
12:44
21 I
Allegro moderato
3:14
22 II
Andante espressivo
4:57
23 III
Allegro vivace
4:33
TT 68:21

András Adorján, flute 1 , 6 – 13 , 21 – 23
Viktória Herencsár, cimbalom 1
Ingrid Kertesi, soprano 2 – 5
Miklós Spányi, harpsichord 14 – 16
Franz Liszt Chamber Orchestra
János Rolla, leader
*FIRST RECORDINGS
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